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Description 

75525 Electronic Low Voltage Disconnect 

75526 Electronic Timer for Interior Lighting 

75527 Smart Battery Isolator Controller 

75528 Electronic Voltage Sensing Relay & Timer 

38178 Connect with 8-pin Deutsch (DT06-08S)/Amphenol 
(AT06-08SA) Connector  
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Features: 
 
 Protect starting batteries from problem lights left on - Flexmods automatically shut-off lights 

left on overnight - no more jump starts! 
 Provides series of increasingly urgent warnings within the cargo compartment, before lights 

turn off 
 Gives the driver the option to reset or exit the work area 
 10A rating- works with even the brightest of lighting systems 
 Simple wiring, snaps-in standard sealed connector 
 Auto-ranging - automatically senses voltage of the system and selects presets appropriate 

to that voltage 
 Ultra-low 1mA standby current means minimal battery drain - especially valuable when 

vehicle is in storage or not in use. 
 Highly versatile: broad range of presets and accepts custom programming 
 Rated for 1,000,000 on-off cycles - unit operates for lifetime of the vehicle. 
 Solid state technology gives long life and low maintenance 
 Overvoltage and overcurrent protection to every direct load in circuit 
 Small lightweight sealed design - uses less space; mounts outside or inside 
 Saves money by eliminating other hardware and provides better wire routing 
 Connect with Waytek Stock No. 38178  

8-Pin sealed Deutsch DT06-08S (Amphenol AT06-08SA) Waytek Stock  

http://www.waytekwire.com/item/38178/8-PIN-CONNECTOR-PLUG-AT/
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75525: 
 
 Preserves battery charge and protects battery banks by automatically 

disconnecting loads when battery voltage drops to a critical level. 

75526: 
 
 Prevents internal lights inside trailer from being left on and draining the 

battery. Vehicle operator actuates a momentary switch which turns lights on, 
allowing safe operation inside the cargo compartment. After 20 minutes, the 
75526 FlexMod flashes the lights and gives the operator increasingly urgent 
warnings to either exit the cargo compartment or reactivate the timer before 
the lights go out. 

75527: 
 
 Monitors two battery banks and controls one or more relays or contactors to 

make sure starting power is protected by isolating the starting and auxiliary 
battery banks. 

 

75528: 
 
 Monitors both battery voltage and ignition status, shutting down non-critical 

loads when the cut-off voltage is reached, or at the set time after the ignition 
is turned off. Timer and voltage sensor in one easy-to-connect unit.  

 
 

8-Pin sealed Deutsch DT06-08S 
(Amphenol AT06-08SA) 
Waytek Stock No. 38178 
 

http://www.waytekwire.com/item/38178/8-PIN-CONNECTOR-PLUG-AT/
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Idle Reduction for Work Vehicles 
Use the 75525 FlexMod LVD to protect starting power, and save fuel (and fines!) by eliminating idling. By connecting 
safety signboard (or other loads) to the LVD, the signboard can be safely allowed to run with the engine off, without 
the risk of a dead battery. By connecting the horn or external alarm to the alarm circuit, the vehicle operator will be 
warned of impending shutdown. 

NFPA 1901 Load Manager Compliance for Fire Vehicles 
Program the 75525 FlexMod LVD to combine low voltage warning and/or single circuit load management in one unit. 

A second 75525 FlexMod LVD can manage other loads, and if mounted close to the loads, will minimize wiring runs. 

Combined Timer/Voltage Shutoff for Police Vehicles 
48541 FlexMod VSRT combines two functions in one small unit that opens up options for mounting in a small space, 
and simplifies wiring and other components. The FlexMod VSRT protects starting power with simultaneous sensing of 
time and voltage. 

Smart Charging System for Boats 
The 75527 FlexMod Smart Isolator Controller turns an existing solenoid charging system into a smart system. The 
FlexMod protects the alternator with priority charging, and allows shore power connected to the house battery to 
charge the starting battery as well! 
The 75525 protects batteries from damage. 

Applications: 


